HowNot To
Gain Weight
ThisWinter
PUTTING AN END TO
EXTRA POUNDS THIS
SEASON

IS

SIMPLER THAN

YOU THINK. JUST FOLLOW
OU R G ET-SLI M STRATEG
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When the temperature drops, there!
probably just one number you
dread seeing climb: your weight.
Concealing coats, cold weather and
pumpkin pie you baked to Valentinei
Dry truffles courtesy of your t)
husband conspire to expand your
waistline. But you can greet spring
with your figure intact. First, follow
this effective strength-training
routine from exercise expert Suzanne
Bowin, star of the Gorgeous Core
DVD and creator of the BarreAmped
Fitness Method. "You'll burn fat and
build'lean muscle mass, which will
help prevent weight gain, says
Bowen. These moves work multiple
muscles simultaneously, and our
smart tips will keep your motivationand your metabolism-soaring.
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works legs, butt, core
Stand with a chair on your right for support and your left hand o! your
hip. Step into lunge position with your right leg, keeping right knee
aligned with ankle and thigh parallel to the floor. Return to standing and
lift-your left knee while .oitr..ting right leg and hip. Repeat sequence as
quickly as you can for 3O seconds, then switch sides.
TAKE lT UP A NOTCH Pick up the pace or place both hands on hips.
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>TRIMTOA*T"
works legs, butt, core
Place feet hip-width apart and
hands'on hips. Shift weight to your
left leg with knee slightly bent and
tap right foot behind you on floor.
Keeping hips parallel, hinge
forward slowly and lift right lag

behind you ,o yow body forms

a

T. Your upper body and right leg
should be parallel to floor. Return
to start and repeat slowly for 30
seconds. Switch sides.
TAKE lT UP A NOTCH Extend
arms overhead and keep elbows

VSKINNY JEANS SOUAT
works legs, butt, core

by your ears as you tilt forward.

. Stand with hands on hips, heels two to
three feet apart, and toes turned out
to sides. Descend into a squat until
youri thighs are almost parallel to the
floor, keeping your weight in your
heels and your back straight. Return
to start and repeat for 60 seconds.
Do a second set for 30 seconds, this
time keeping your right hee! Jifted as
you squat. For the third and final set,
keep just your left heel lifted as you
squat for 50 seconds

'

TAKE lT UP A NOTCH Rather than
doing slower squats and releasing to
start each time, stay low for smaller,
deep squats within the time frame.

^THIGH BURNER

works legs, butt, core
Stand with feet together, right hand on
hip and left hand 5n , chair] Point toes
on left foot and, bending left knee
without'sacrificing posture. From this
position, do small leg Iifts for io seconds
with foot pointed and i0 seconds with
foot flexed. Release and switch sides

IAKE lT UP A NOTCH Extend arms to
iides at shoulder height,
J palms:down, as
-you do the lifts.
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<WINGSBE GONE
works arms, legs, core
Sit on floor with knees'bent and feet
hip-width apart. Lean torso back slightty
and place palms on floor directly in line
with shoulders. Lift your hips off floon
bend elbows and lower buit toward
floor without letting body touch the
ground. Push backio start. Repeat for
30 seconds. Rest and repeat.
TAKE IT UP A NOTCH As you lower
body, bring one knee into ahest,
alternating knee each time you dip.
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SNACKATTACK
, , Extra trips to the fridge are
. fine-so long as you open the
dosr with a plan. "Eating healthy
snacks prevents you from giving
into cravings and overeating,"
, , ,.says Rima Kleiner, R.D., a

dietitian based in Washington,
Dine on these fast fixes:
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' lAiuf o,f low-fat cottage
cheese with L/z.cup peach slices
7z

Vz banana smeared with
tablespoon of natural peanut

L/+ avocado smeared

on 1 slice
of whole-wheat bread, sprinkled
with sea salt

. :
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pistachios, shelled, or 45
edamame in pods

works core, chest, legs
Get into plank position with elbows under shoulders
on the floor and body in one straight line. Contract
abs so back doesnt sag. Rotating 6ody slightly, lower
left hip toward floor. Return to stirt and repeat, this
time dipping right hip toward floor. Repeat for 30
seconds, alternating side each time. Rest and repeat.
TAKE lT UP A NOTCH Do the move for 45
seconds instead of

lo.

SEXY SHOULDE R SCULPTOR

^
works
chest, arms, core
Get into push-up position with hands shghtly wider
than shoulders, and knees and feet on floor.
Contracting abs, bend arms and lower chest toward
floor. Press back to start without locking elbows.
From this position, lift knees off floor rJ body
forms one long line. Hold this position for two
counts. Return to start and repeat push-up to plank
for 30 seconds. Rast and repeat sequenc" ag.in.
TAKE lT UP A NOTCH Keep knees off floor
throughout the entire move.
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> BELLY BUSTER
works core
Get into sit-up position, with knees bent and feet flat
on floor. Extend arms in front of you, palms together.
Lift shoulder blades off floor and, holding this position,
lift hands through center of legs, then to lght of legs,
back to center and then to Ieft of legs. Return to stirt
and repeat sequence for 50 seconds] Rest and repeat.
TAKE lT UP A NOTCH Start with arms extended
overhead so your elbows are by your ears.
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